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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA 

 

 THE FLORIDA BAR 

COMPLAINANT    Supreme Court Case No. 

SC18-1279 

v 

 

JOHN H. FARO     The Florida Bar File:  

2019-70,032(11J) 

RESPONDENT 

_______________________/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTICE OF FILING 

 

TO VERIFIED MOTION TO STAY 

(Corrected) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHN H. FARO, ESQ. 

1395 BRICKELL AVENUE 

SUITE 800 

MIAMI, FL  33131 

Phone: 305-761-6921 

Email: Johnf75712@aol.com 
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NOTICE OF FILING 

 

Respondent herein files and serves his “Corrected” Motion to Stay.   Shortly after its 

filing, and the preparing of the Exhibits 1-3 for separate filing, Respondent noticed an error in 

the referencing of the Exhibits on pages 6-11.   Accordingly, these errors were corrected.   There 

were no changes to text of the Motion 

 

Respectfully, 

/ 

FBN 527,459. 

  



Corrected
Motion to Stay
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VERIFIED MOTION TO STAY 

 

The Respondent, JOHN H. FARO, (FARO) herein files and serves his Verified Motion to 

Stay the Reciprocal Discipline Proceedings before this Court. 

Pre-filing Conference – The undersigned has attempted to confer with Bar Counsel, 

Robert Kroeger, Esq., via email, on Monday, September 10, 2018, as to the Respondent’s intent 

to request a stay of the above captioned proceeding.   Attorney Kroeger is presently absent from 

the office.  The Stay is being sought pending completion of a judicial review of the Director Final 

Order of suspension of the Respondent, by the Federal District Court of the Eastern District of 

Virginia, (the rocket docket) pursuant to Respondent’s Petition under L.R. 83.5 of the District 

Court, Respondent’s Petition under L.R. 85.5 annexed hereto.   This Petition was filed on March 

13, 2018. 

In attorney Kroeger’s absence, I contacted the Florida Bar (Attorney Kroeger’s secretary 

Norama Beaird), and requested to confer with Attorney Kroeger’s supervisor prior the filing of 

the instant Motion.  Respondent called Florida Bar Counsel back on September 12, 2018, and, 

(without any conference), was advised by Ms. Baeird, that the Florida Bar would oppose this 

Motion to Stay.   The Florida Bar was made aware by Respondent on September 10, 2018, of the 

reasons for his Motion for Stay (namely that Director’s Final Order was anything but final, 

specifically, under review pursuant to the APA, 5 USC 706, by the Federal District Court, (under 

Local Rule 83.5), for review of Orders of the Director under 35 USC 32. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS 

Parallel Proceedings - On or about August 2, 2017, the Director of the United States Patent 
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& Trademark Office (USPTO), entered an Order suspending the Respondent for eight (8) months.   

On March 13, 2018, the Respondent filed a Petition to the Federal District Court of the Eastern 

District of Virginia under its Local Rules, Rule 83.5, Faro v. Matel, Case Case No. 1:18-cv-00274-

AJT-TCB.   Petition and Exhibits annexed hereto as Exhibit “1”.    

 

PETITION FOR REVIEW OF DIRECTOR ORDER UNDER APA 

The Respondent/Petitioner asserted, in his Petition to the District Court, that the USPTO 

Office of Enrollment & Discipline (OED)’s conduct of the Trial of the disciplinary proceeding 

was not initiated “in accordance with law”, and such Trial was conducted “without observance of 

procedure required by law” 5 U.S.C. § 706 (2006).  Garcia v. U.S., 442 Fed.Apex. 745, 748 (4th 

Cir  2010), Exh #1 @ 13-14    

The Background of the relationship of Respondent/Petitioner and the grievant is set forth 

in this Petition, Exh #1, (ECF #1) Petition @ pages 17-26 

The allegations of the Petition, which are relevant to the consideration of the imposition 

and/or refusal to impose reciprocal discipline, are set forth in Counts I, II & III 

The Respondent/Petitioner challenged, inter alia,  

 Lack of subject matter jurisdiction of the Office of Enrollment & Discipline to 

initiate a discipline proceeding against the Respondent (Exh #1(ECF #1) Petition 

@ pages 3-9; and 26-37 (Count I of Petition));   

 Egregious misconduct of the OED in the prosecution of the disciplinary hearing by 

OED false certification of completeness of trial exhibits - spoliation of evidence) 

(Exh #1 (ECF #1) Petition @ pages 37- 42, (Count II of Petition);  

 Violation of confidentiality of a Federal Court ordered mediation - specifically, use 

and disclosure of drafts of settlement documents and mediation discussions, which 

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=5USCAS706&originatingDoc=I5074a44ac8a711e086cdc006bc7eafe7&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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was “confidential and privileged in all respects”, in violation of L.R. 26(g) of the 

District Court of the SD of Florida and F.S. 44.405, Exh #1 (ECF #1) Petition 

@43-46 (Count III of Petition) 

 

POST PETITION ACTIVITY 

It is noteworthy that the USPTO neglected to apprise the Florida Bar of the existence of 

the ongoing proceedings in the Federal District Court in the Eastern District of Virginia, or that it 

has also sought reciprocal enforcement of its Order in Massachusetts. 

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court - Notwithstanding the on-going review by the 

Federal District Court of the Order suspending the Respondent, the Director of the USPTO has 

sought reciprocal discipline in both the States of Massachusetts and in Florida (where Respondent 

is active and in good standing).   The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has issued an Order 

To Show Cause why reciprocal discipline should not be imposed, Massachusetts Supreme Judicial 

Court, for Suffolk County. CASE NO. BS-2018-039; and Respondent has replied, objecting to the 

imposition of reciprocal discipline.   Enclosed to Respondent’s Verified Response the Supreme 

Court Order to Show Cause, annexed hereto as Exhibit “2”   This Verified Response incorporates 

a number of the Exhibits from the Respondent’s Petition to Federal District Court in the ED of 

Virginia.   Massachusetts Bar Counsel, Dorothy Anderson, Esq., after review of the Respondent’s 

Verified Response the Supreme Court Order to Show Cause, has recommended the stay the 

reciprocal discipline proceeding, pending resolution of the the Respondent’s Petition in District 

Court in the E.D. of Virginia, Faro v. Matel, Case Case No. 1:18-cv-00274-AJT-TCB,      

Respondent notes, and emphasizes, that the Respondent’s Verified Response the 

(Massachusetts) Supreme Court Order to Show Cause, tracks the Rules of Professional 

Responsibility for the Massachusetts Bar, and the reciprocal discipline rules of the Federal District 
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Court.   These reciprocal discipline rules in Massachusetts, and in the Federal District Courts are 

based, in substantial measure, upon the model rules of the American Bar Association 

ttps://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/resources/lawyer_ethics_regula

tion/model_rules_for_lawyer_disciplinary_enforcement/rule_22.html - Rule 22(4).   The Florida 

Supreme Court has adopted, in its decisions and practice, similar rules and standards for the 

imposition of reciprocal discipline. 

 

II  MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF STAY 

A. The Florida Bar Complaint for Reciprocal Discipline1 is based upon a Final Order 

by the Director of the United States Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO) entered on August 2, 

2018.    

A stay of the instant proceeding is appropriate in this case for the following reasons: 

1. The Final Order Is Not Final.   More specifically, there has yet to be a judicial 

determination of professional misconduct.   As above noted, there is currently 

pending, a judicial review of the Director Order of suspension of Respondent in 

the Federal District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, Faro v. Matal Case 

No. 1:18-cv-00274-AJT-TCB, Respondent’s Petition for review of Director Order 

of August . 2018, annexed hereto as Exhibit “1”.   Respondent has also filed a 

Motion for Preliminary Injunction on July 23, 2018, annexed hereto as Exhibit “3”   

On August 24, 2018, the District Court held a hearing on the Respondents Motion, 

and converted it to a dispositive Motion for Summary Judgment, and indicated he 

would give it expedited review. 

                                                                 
1   Unlike the Federal Court, The Florida Bar Rules do not explicitly articulate a standard of review for the 

imposition of Reciprocal Discipline, other than the cryptic reference thereto in Rule 2.9   As applied, the 

Florida Supreme Court decisions appear to track the federal standard.  

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/resources/lawyer_ethics_regulation/model_rules_for_lawyer_disciplinary_enforcement/rule_22.html
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/resources/lawyer_ethics_regulation/model_rules_for_lawyer_disciplinary_enforcement/rule_22.html
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2. The Director Final Order Is Not Entitled To Reciprocal Enforcement - The legal 

issues on appeal before the Federal District Court are virtually the same as shall be 

before this Florida Supreme Court, in its consideration of whether to impose 

reciprocal discipline in this case.  More specifically,  

 Was the procedure in the investigation and/or trial of the allegations of 

misconduct was so lacking in notice or opportunity to be heard as to constitute 

a deprivation of due process; or 

 There was such infirmity of proof establishing the misconduct as to give rise 

to the clear conviction that the court could not, consistent with its duty, accept 

as final the conclusion on that subject; or 

 The discipline imposed would result in grave injustice or be offensive to the 

public policy of the jurisdiction; 

 Is the violation asserted to have occurred also a violation of the Rules of 

Professional conduct in the jurisdiction where reciprocal discipline is sought 

It is believed that the disposition of the issues in the Respondent’s Petition before 

the Federal District Court in the Eastern District of Virginia, shall moot the 

Director Order for reciprocal discipline 

3. The Director Was Legally Constrained Under 37 CFR 11.22, From Entry Of a Final Order 

Suspending Faro, 5 USC 558(b)  More specifically, the Office of Enrollment & 

Discipline (OED) of the USPTO premature and illegal conclusion of its 

investigation of the allegations of attorney misconduct against Respondent, 

violated the mandatory legal requirements of 37 CFR 11.22(d), by its exclusion of 

information and evidence, that may “justify or exonerate the alleged actions of 
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the registered practitioner or mitigate the seriousness of any violations that may 

have occurred”. ), Exhibit “1” @ 4-6   The OED Director investigation of 

allegations of professional misconduct against an attorney requires the OED 

Director comply with 37 CFR 11.22, including the mandatory provisions of 37 

CFR 11. 22(d) for the conduct of an investigation   See, Swyers v. United States 

Patent and Trademark Office, 2016 WL 7042943, (ED VA  2016), for history of 

extensive revision to OED investigation protocol and practice since 2004, as 

necessitated by 4th Circuit decision in Goldstein v. Moatz.  More specifically, 

the 4th Circuit made it abundantly clear that the OED Director’s role is confined 

to “investigation” of a grievance, (37 CFR 11.22(a)), Goldstein v Moatz 364 F.3d 

205, 210-212, (4th Cir.  2004); and, the clear & unambiguous wording of 37 CFR 

11.22(d) require the scope of the OED Director  “mandatory” investigation include 

the collection of “all information & evidence” “information that which may justify 

or exonerate the alleged actions of the registered practitioner or mitigate the 

seriousness of any violations that may have occurred”. ), Exhibit “3” @ annexure 

“D”, OED Trial Exh GOV #5 @1, RFI #2 @ page 1.   The clear and unambigous 

language of 37 CFR 11. 22(d) thus required the continued investigation of the 

allegations of attorney misconduct so long as the prior file malpractice litigation 

continued (which was scheduled for trial in the summer of 2005). 

The Patent Office regulations, in this case, have the effect of a rule of law, 

and, where the regulation requires mandatory performance or compliance the Patent 

Office actions  37 CFR 11.22, c.f. Hyatt v. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, 110 
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F.Supp.3d 644, 652-53 (ED VA  2015). – “legal effect” of mandatory language (“shall”) 

upon the interpretation of Patent Office duties and prerogatives - no discretion.    

4. Standards for Performance Of An OED Investigation Under 37 CFR 11.22,   An 

investigation of attorney misconduct requires the performance of a sequence of steps for 

conducting of an investigation of a grievance against an attorney, 37 CFR 11.22(d).   The 

OED Director has no discretion, as to his performance of a complete investigation.   The 

OED Director is charged with collection of all information related to the grievance.,   The 

scope of the information collected must include  “…all information that which may 

justify or exonerate the alleged actions of the registered practitioner or mitigate 

the seriousness of any violations that may have occurred” OED Request for 

Information (RFI), Exhibit “3” @ annexure “D”, OED Request for Information 

(“RFI”) to FARO,    Only after the “conclusion” of the the investigation, may the 

OED Director proceed to refer his investigation and recommendation (if any) to a 

Committee on Discipline, 37 CFR 11.22(h)(3).   The OED Director’s strict compliance 

with the legal requirements of 37 CFR 11.22(d) and  37 CFR 11.22(h)(3), are a conditions 

precedent, to OED Director empanelling a neutral Committee on Discipline,, for a review of 

his investigation, and for the Committee on Discipline determination of probable cause (in 

any), 37 CFR 11.32.    

In this case, on July 11. 2014, the OED Director served FARO, under 37 CFR 

11.22(f), with an OED Request for Information (“RFI”), Exhibit #3 @ annexure “D”, OED 

Request for Information (“RFI”) to FARO   On September 11, 2014, FARO, responded 

to the  OED Request for Information (RFI), FARO Response to OED RFI, annexed hereto a 

Exhibit #3 @ annexure “E”, OED Trial Exh GOV #10 .   The FARO July 11, 2014, 
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Response (a) explicitly apprised the OED Director of the prior filed, parallel pending 

malpractice litigation between the OED Grievous and FARO; and (b) explicitly requested 

the OED Director abate the OED Director investigation, until such prior filed parallel 

pending malpractice litigation between the OED grievant and FARO, had been resolved., 

Exhibit #3 @ annexure “E” @ page 1, OED Trial Exh GOV #10, The OED Director chose 

to ignore  the FARO September 11, 20142 request to abate its investigation, and illegally 

concluded his investigation in May 2015, notwithstanding, (a) his mandatory obligations 

under 37 CFR 11.22(d) to collect “all information an and evidence” related to the EPRT 

grievance; (b) identical issues were involved in the prior filed malpractice litigation were set 

for trial in July 2015, (Re-Set for September 30, 2015); and (c) the OED Director had the 

option to offer an agreement to FARO to toll the one (1) year period, as permitted under 37 

CFR 11.34(e)   The OED Director also had the option of “concluding” the investigation of a 

grievance against FARO, prior taking any action of the grievance, under 37 CFR 11.22(h). 

and, simply re-file it later, if warranted.   The OED Director did neither!   In lieu thereof, the 

OED Director ignored his mandatory obligations under 37 CFR 11.22(d), and prematurely 

“concluded” his investigation while the prior filed malpractice litigation went to trial, and 

necessarily excluded “all information and evidence” relevant to the grievance against FARO, 

that was, in fact, favorable to FARO.   The OED Director thereafter, in “willful blindness” 

                                                                 
2   There was nothing in 37 CFR 11.22, requiring the OED Director concluding the investigation within 

one (1) year.   Moreover, the OED Director investigation of FARO could have been tolled by the OED 

Director, under 37 CFR 11.34(e), to permit him to comply with his mandatory duties under 37 CFR 

11.22(d).   Alternatively, the OED Director the investigation could have been abated, without prejudice, 

and new complaint filed within the ten (10) year statute of limitations, 37 CFR11.34(f).   Thus, the OED 

Director investigation, could have been refiled, and included the rulings and findings by Federal District 

Court made on each of the FARO Motion in Limine on July20, 2015, (Exhibit “3” @ annexure “F”), 

and included he rulings and findings on the FARO Motion for Summary Judgment on August , 2015, 

(Exhibit “3” @ annexure “G) 
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to the legal infirmities in his investigation, under 37 CFR 11.22(d), obtained a probable cause 

determination from a Committee on Discipline;; and, thereafter illegally initiated the 

prosecution of the disciplinary proceeding against FARO,  in violation of FARO’s 4th and 5th 

amendment rights, Goodwin v. Meats, 885 F.2d 157, (4th Cir.  1989); followed Lewis 

v. Doorman, 820 F.Supp. 1001, 1004, (DC WD Va  1992).   

Had the OED Director investigation not been prematurely concluded, the 

investigation would have had access to, and included, the factual findings and legal 

conclusion by the Federal District Court, including:  

The July 20, 2015, Daubert Hearing In Federal District Court 

  

On July 20, 2015, the District Court conduct a Daubert hearing, which was 

precipitated by the FARO Motion in Limine, (to exclude EPRT damage expert 

report & expert testimony).   The District Court granted the FARO Motion in 

Limine!   As a result of the District Court examination of the EPRT damage expert, 

the District found and concluded, inter alia,  

 EPRT had no standing (no attorney-client relationship) to bring a 

malpractice claim, Exhibit #3 @ annexure “F”, Daubert hearing transcript @7, 

line 23 to page 8, line 5; lines 18-21 (FARO entitled to Summary Judgment), 

Transcript Excerpts, ECF #214, Thrisoint Pty et al v. Faro, Case No, 1:13-CV-

23893-PCH (SD Fla  2013), 

 EPRT had developed a new product, in 2008, to replace its original 

product (covered by the ’519 Patent Application), Exhibit #3 @ annexure “F”,  

Daubert hearing transcript @ 11, lines 6-11, Transcript Excerpts, ECF #214, 

Thrisoint Pty et al v. Faro, Case No, 1:13-CV-23893-PCH (SD Fla  2013),  
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 EPRT filed a new patent application, in 2008,to cover its new product, 

Exhibit #3 @ annexure “F”, Daubert hearing transcript @11, lines 6-11, 

Transcript Excerpts, ECF #214, Thrisoint Pty et al v. Faro, Case No, 1:13-CV-

23893-PCH (SD Fla  2013),  

 EPRT was not inhibited from sales of its products without any patent 

protection in the United States, Exhibit #3 @ annexure “F”, Daubert hearing 

transcript @ page 11, lines 12-14, Transcript Excerpts, ECF #214, Thrisoint Pty 

et al v. Faro, Case No, 1:13-CV-23893-PCH (SD Fla  2013),  

 EPRT had abandoned a number of the foreign equivalents of its U.S ‘519 

Patent Application in 2008, at or about the time it filed the new patent application, 

Exhibit #3 @ annexure “F”, Daubert hearing transcript @ page 11, line 21 to 12, 

line 4, Transcript Excerpts, ECF #214, Thrisoint Pty  

The August 1, 2015, Summary Judgment Hearing  

In Federal District Court 

 

 Thrisoint (EPRT’s patent holding company) had no standing because 

FARO did not have an attorney-client relationship with FARO, Exhibit #3 @ 

annexure “G”, Sunmary Judgment hearing transcript @3, lines 5-13 to page 3, 

line 13, (FARO entitled to Summary Judgment), Transcript Excerpts, ECF #223, 

Thrisoint Pty et al v. Faro, Case No, 1:13-CV-23893-PCH (SD Fla  2013),  

Clealry the foregoing factual findings and the legal conclusion drawn from such 

findings, in the parallel malpractice litigation between the OED Grievous and FARO), were 

highly relevant and which may justify or exonerate the alleged actions of the 

registered practitioner or mitigate the seriousness of any violations that may have 

occurred”.   Had the ALJ had the foregoing information would not have had to 
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speculate on the EPRT interests in the ‘519 Patent Application, from and after 2008, when 

(a) EPRT abandoned its original product design, (b) replaced it with a new product, based 

upon a new technology and improvements to its original (1999) product; and, (c) filed a new 

patent application for the new improvement invention - excerpts from District Court hearing 

transcripts  in July & August 2015, (ECF #215 & ECF #223) annexed hereto as Exhibit 

#3 @ annexures “F” and“G” 

Respondent/Petitioner, thus, asserts that under the OED’ own rules, it’s 

failure of adherence to its own rules for an investigation of attorney misconduct, 

which excludes favorable to the Respondent/Petitioner.  

5. The Allegations Of Misconduct Asserted In Director Order Of Do Not Violate Any 

of The Rules of the Florida Bar - As a threshold matter, it is noted that the Florida 

Bar dismissed the identical complaint by the identical grievant against the 

Respondent, Exhibit “3” @ annexure “B”   While it is not known the precise 

reasons for such dismissal, it is clear that the allegations of misconduct in the 

Florida Bar Complaint, occurring in 2005 & 2006, were barred the Statute of 

Limitations in Florida (6 years).   Moreover, with transfer, by absolute assignment, 

in December 2006, of the Grievant’s interests in its patent rights to a holding 

company, Respondent no longer had an attorney-client relationship with Grievant, 

Exhibit “3” @ annexure “G”.   Accordingly, Respondent’s failure to promptly 

return her telephone calls in 2011, did not violated any duty owed to her. 

The requested Stay permits a judicial determination by the District Court in the 

Eastern District of Virginia, of the jurisdictional and due process issues necessarily 
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involved in the Florida Supreme Court determination to impose or withhold reciprocal 

discipline. 

VERIFICATION 

I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the factual allegations set forth herein 

are truthful and accurate. 

 

Respectfully, 

/ 

FBN 527,459. 

  



EXHIBITS TO BE FILED SEPERATELY
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